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BIB CLIPS CHAIN TYPE - 
CONTINUED

Ball Chain, Assorted, 6/Pkg.
9331088   [64-10]                                             

BIB-EZE
KERR TOTALCARE

Disposable Bib
Holders are lightweight, 
stretchable paper holders created to eliminate 
the usage of traditional bib clips. Bib-Eze are
attached to the dental napkin bib with easy to
peel, self-adhesive ends, which can easily be
removed after the procedure and thrown away
with the dirty napkin. They are more comfortable
than standard bib chains since there are no sharp
edges or cold metals against your patient's neck.
They can be stretched to fit all patients. 

Bib Holders, 250/Pkg.
9558724   [35053]                                            

BIB HOLDERS
SUPER COIL

Each Bib Holder is 8 inches in
length with a nickel-plated 
alligator clip on each end. The coil
retains its shape and flexibility
even after repeated use. The Bib
Holders can be cleaned with a
cold disinfectant. 

Jewel Tones: Red, Purple, Dark 
Blue, Dark Green, Green, Crystal, 6/Pkg.
9551060   [010300]

Neon Tones: Pink, Orange, Yellow, 
Purple, Light Blue, Green, 6/Pkg,
9551062   [010300]  

SLIP-NOTS
KERR TOTALCARE

Slip-Nots are reusable bib 
clips. The extra wide neck 
band prevents patients bib 

from sliding out of place. 

4/Pkg.
9551706   Assorted (one each of Blue, Magenta, 
Purple, Teal) [2000-A]

9551708   Blue [2010-B]
9551712    Purple [2030-P]

SNAP-ITS
KERR TOTALCARE

Snap-Its recyclable bib holders are single-use 
plastic bib chains that firmly grip the dental bibs
during the dental procedure. Snap-Its are designed
to protect your patients from the risk of cross-
contamination from patient to patient and patient
to clinician. The dental bib clips are simple to snap
on to the dental bib and twist off to remove. The
strong nature of the plastic provides a similar
experience to the metal bib chain. Snap-Its are
100% recyclable. 

Bib Holders, 200/Pkg.
9558516   [35025]    

SUPER BIB CLIPS
HAGER WORLDWIDE

Super Bib Clips are chemiclavable 
and resistant to dry heat sterilization. 
It measures 14 inches in length and will 
not snag patients hair. 

1/Pkg.
9503310   Purple [605282]
9503312   Red [605283]
9503314   White [605288]
9503316   Blue [605286]
9503320  Yellow [605284]
9503322   Orange [605285]
9503324  Pink [605287]
9503326   Green [605289]                               

8/Pkg.
9503308  Assorted  [605290]                        

TOWEL DISPENSER
CROSSTEX

Crosstex' Towel
Dispenser holds towels
that measure up to 19
inches by 13 inches in
size. The dispenser is 
made of a clear Lucite
and measures 
5” x 6” x 7”. 

Dispenser
3410300   [PTC]        

DELUXE HOT TOWEL
WARMER
  WHITE TOWEL SERVICES

The WT-7S Series
Deluxe Hot Towel
Warmer is waterless,
just add the 
pre-moistened 
towels and turn unit
on. The towels are
hot and ready all day.
The door opens to the
side for extra durability
and once turned on there
are no dials to turn, no
buttons to push, no
waiting for heat. The WT-
7S Warmer has a small
footprint. It measures 13.78" x 10.83" x 9.84". It
heats towels to 160 degrees Fahrenheit and then
maintains that temperature throughout the day. 
It will hold about sixty 10"x 10" rolled towels. The
100% cotton towels are rolled and scented with
essential oils for the ultimate in luxury. 

WT-7S Warmer Unit
9547412 [WT-7S]                                          
                 
8"x 10" Towels, 1200/Pkg.
9547414   Unscented [DT-U-1200]
9547416   Lemon [DT-L-1200]                         

9"x 9" Towels, 500/Pkg.
9547440  Lemon [R09-LM-500]
9547442   Lavender [R09-LV-500]
9547444  Unscented [R09-UN-500]
9547438   Peach [R09-PM-500]

12" x 12" Towels, 500/Pkg.
9547446  Lavender [R12-LM-500]
9547448   Lemon [R12-LV-500]                       

PATIENT TOWELS
AND WIPES

FACIAL TOWELS
PALMERO HEALTH CARE

The Refreshing Patient Towel is a
lightly scented facial wipe to
refresh either the patient or staff
after exams and procedures. It is
great for use in any professional
or office setting for quick
cleanups. Refreshing Patient
Towels are specially formulated
with lanolin to moisturize skin as they clean. 
The towelette measures 6" x 6.75". 

140/Canister
9200048 [3515]

Patient Towel Dispensers & Clips  
Patient Towels & Wipes 
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